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**Title of Programme**

Honour School of Physics and Philosophy

**Brief note about nature of change:** update of Part B paper names

**Effective date**

For *Examination Regulations* 2013

**Location of change**

In *Examination Regulations* 2012

**Detail of change**

p. 439, line 22

amend to

**Paper B1. Flows, Fluctuations and Complexity**
**Paper B2. Symmetry and Relativity**
**Paper B3. Quantum, Atomic and Molecular Physics**
**Paper B4. Sub-Atomic Physics**
**Paper B5. General Relativity and Cosmology**
**Paper B6. Condensed-Matter Physics**
**Paper B7. Classical Mechanics**

**Explanatory Notes**

The simplification of the three Part B papers names. Prior to this change each B paper had two examinable subjects for example:

The papers were taken as 2 in one session, but now they are split to one per session, hence the need for the amendment. There is no new content.